Abstract. Recently, NIST has selected 14 second round candidates of SHA3 competition. One of these candidates will win the competition and eventually become the new hash function standard. In TCC'04, Maurer et al introduced the notion of indifferentiability as a generalization of the concept of the indistinguishability of two systems. Indifferentiability is the appropriate notion of modeling a random oracle as well as a strong security criteria for a hash-design. In this paper we analyze the indifferentiability and preimage resistance of JH hash function which is one of the SHA3 second round candidates. JH uses a 2n bit fixed permutation based compression function and applies chopMD domain extension with specific padding.
Abstract. Recently, NIST has selected 14 second round candidates of SHA3 competition. One of these candidates will win the competition and eventually become the new hash function standard. In TCC'04, Maurer et al introduced the notion of indifferentiability as a generalization of the concept of the indistinguishability of two systems. Indifferentiability is the appropriate notion of modeling a random oracle as well as a strong security criteria for a hash-design. In this paper we analyze the indifferentiability and preimage resistance of JH hash function which is one of the SHA3 second round candidates. JH uses a 2n bit fixed permutation based compression function and applies chopMD domain extension with specific padding.
-We show under the assumption that the underlying permutations is a 2n-bit random permutation, JH mode of operation with output length 2n − s bits, is indifferentiable from a random oracle with distinguisher's advantage bounded by O(
2 n ) where σ is the total number of blocks queried by distinguisher.
-We show that the padding rule used in JH is essential as there is a simple indifferentiablity distinguisher (with constant query complexity) against JH mode of operation without length padding outputting n bit digest. -We prove that a little modification (namely chopping different bits) of JH mode of operation enables us to construct a hash function based on random permutation (without any length padding) with similar bound of sponge constructions (with fixed output size) and with same efficiency. -On the other hand, we improve the preimage attack of query complexity 2 510.3 due to Mendel and Thompson. Using multicollisions in both forward and reverse direction, we show a preimage attack on JH with n = 512, s = 512 in 2 507 queries to the permutation.
Introduction
Designing secure hash function is a primary objective of symmetric key cryptography. Popular methods to build a hash function involve two steps. First, one designs a compression function f : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} n where m > n. Then a domain extension Supported in part by the National Science Foundation, Grant algorithm that utilizes f as a black box 4 is applied to implement the hash function H f : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} n . This is also known as design or mode of the hash function. The well known Merkle-Damgård domain extension technique is very popular as it preserves the collision resistance property of the compression function: If f is collision resistant then so is H f . This enables the designers to focus on designing collision resistant compression functions.
INDIFFERENTIABILITY. While collision resistance remains an essential property of a cryptographic hash function, current usage indicates that it no more suffices the modern security goals. Today hash functions are used as PRFs, MACs, (2nd) preimage-secure or even as to replace Random Oracles in different Cryptographic Protocols. In [6] , Coron et al considered the problem of designing secure cryptographic hash function based on the indifferentiability framework of Maurer et al [15] . Informally speaking, to prove indifferentiablity of an iterated hash function H (based on some ideal primitive f ), one has to design a simulator S. The job of S is to simulate the behavior of f while maintaining consistency with the random oracle R. If no distinguisher D can distinguish the output distribution of the pair (H f , f ) from that of (R, S R ), the construction H is said to be indifferentiable from a Random Oracle (RO). By proving indifferentiability, we are guaranteed that there is no trivial flaw in the design of the hash function; the design is secure against generic attacks. Today, indifferentiability is considered to be a desirable property of any secure hash function design. Coron et al showed in [6] , the design principle (Strengthened Merkle-Damgård ) behind the current standard hash functions like MD5 or SHA-1 does not satisfy indifferentiability from RO property. They also proved that different variant of MD constructions, including chopped MD constructions can be proven indifferentiable from a Variable Input Length Random Oracle if the compression function is constructed as an ideal component like Fixed Input Length Random Oracle or from Ideal Cipher with Davis Meyer technique. Subsequently, authors of [2, 4, 9, 12] proved indifferentiability of different constructions of iterated hash functions. In [5] , Chang and Nandi proved an indifferentiability bound beyond birthday bound for chopped MD constructions under the assumption that the compression function is a fixed input length random oracle.
In 2007, NIST announced a competition for a new hash function standard, to be called SHA-3. 64 designs were submitted and after an internal review of the submissions, 51 were selected for meeting the minimum submission requirements and accepted as the First Round Candidates. Recently, NIST declared the names of 14 candidates for the second round of the competition. One of these candidates will win the competition and eventually become the next standard cryptographic hash function. Hence, it is essential for these candidate designs to be indifferentiable from an RO to guarantee its robustness against generic attacks.
In this paper, we consider the mode of operation of the JH hash function, one of the second round candidates of SHA3 competition. It uses a novel construction, somewhat reminiscent of a sponge construction [4] , to build a hash algorithm out of a single, large, fixed permutation using chopped-MD domain extension [21] . We also consider a little modified mode of operation of JH where the chopping is done on the other bits. For a formal and detailed description of mode of operation of JH and the modified mode of operation, we refer the reader to Section 2. Although the mode of JH is novel, it has withstand many cryptanalysis attempts so far. The only noticeable attack is due to Mendel and Thompson who has recently shown a preimage attack on JH mode of operation through finding r-multicollisions in the forward direction of JH mode [16] . The query complexity of their attack is 2 510.3 to get a preimage of JH outputting 512-bits.
Our Result
In this paper we examine the indifferentiability and preimage resistance of JH mode of operation in 2n bit random permutation model. Let s denote the number of chopped bits. We extend the technique of Chang and Nandi [5] to random permutation model. We prove that under the assumption that the fixed permutation of JH is a random permutation, JH mode of operation with specific length padding is indifferentiable from random oracle with distinguisher's advantage bounded by O(
2 n ). When s = 3n/2 (as in case of JH hash function with 256 bit output), our result gives beyond the birthday barrier security guarantee for JH 5 . This implies that finding collision in the output is not enough to distinguish a Random Oracle from JH hash function with n/2-bit output. Although chopMD constructions do not need the length padding in general, we show the padding is essential for JH mode. We construct one indifferentiability attacker, working in constant number of queries against JH mode of operation without length padding at last block with n-bit output. This result also shows that the method used in [4] to prove indifferentiability of sponge constructions (where length padding in last block is not required) based on random permutations cannot be readily extended to prove indifferentiability of JH.
Next we consider the preimage resistance of JH mode of operation and improve the preimage attack of Mendel and Thompson [16] . Our preimage attack works with query complexity 2 507 for finding a preimage of 512-bit JH hash function. Even though it marginally reduces the complexity of the previous known attack (with 2 510.3 queries), theoretically the new attack requires asymptotically less complexity. Looking ahead, we exploit the multicollision in both forward and backward direction unlike in only forward direction used in [16] .
Simultaneously, we look at other constructions, modifying JH mode of operation, where the chopping is done on the first instead of last s bits.
-We show that when the length of longest query is less than 2 n/2 , then the modified JH mode of operation without the length padding is indifferentiable from an RO with distinguisher's advantage bounded by O( q 2 2 min(s,n) ) where q is the maximum number of queries made by the distinguisher.
-We show one indifferentiability attacker against modified JH mode of operation with Ω(2 n/2 ) query complexity. This shows for s ≥ n the previous security bound is actually optimal. -If we set s = n, we get a random permutation based secure mode of operation with n-bit digest using 2n bit permutation. We note that this construction is atleast as secure as the sponge construction based on 2n bit random permutation. where the indifferentiability bound is O(
. Here σ is the number blocks that the adversary queries.
On a secondary note, even though our proof techniques for indifferentiable security bounds are closely related to the techniques used in [5, 12] , we give a more formal argument behind some implicit assumptions made over there.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In next section, we mention the notations, formal description of JH mode of operation and modified mode of operation, a short introduction to Indifferentiability of hash functions and some useful definitions and facts. In Section 3, we build our tools for extending Chang and Nandi's proof to random permutation model. For simplicity of of explanation, first we describe the indifferentiability of modified JH mode without length padding at last block in Section 4 followed by indifferentiability of original JH mode with padding in Section 5. In Section 6 and Section 7, we describe our indifferentiability distinguisher against JH mode of operation and modified mode of operation without the padding. Finally in Section 8, we present our improved preimage attack on JH mode of operation with padding.
Preliminaries
In this section we describe the notations and definitions used throughout the paper. Let us begin with a formal definition of mode of operation. Mode of Operation: Informally speaking, a mode of operation is an algorithm to construct a hash function from a compression function. n an algorithm which defines a function C f : {0, 1} * → {0, 1} n .
Let IV ∈ {0, 1} n be a fixed initial value. It is well known that given a compression function f : {0, 1} m → {0, 1} n , Merkle-Damgård mode of operation is defined as
where m 1 , m 2 , . . . m l ∈ {0, 1} m−n . There is a subtle difference between a hash function and a mode of operation. The mode of operation is actually a domain extension algorithm. If we supply a particular compression function f to the mode of operation algorithm we get a particular hash function. So when we think about a hash function, the compression function is fixed. JH Mode of Operation: The compression function of JH,
2n is defined as follows:
where h 1 , h 2 , m ∈ {0, 1} n and π : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} 2n is a fixed permutation. 
is the Merkle-Damgård mode of operation with initial value as IV 1 IV 2 and compression function as f π . According to [21] , typically s = n. Also it is suggested to have s ≥ n.
We also define a modified version of JH mode of operation (referred as JH throughout the paper) where instead of chopping right most s bits we chop left most s bits. Let
Throughout the paper JH-t denotes the JH mode of operation with t bit output. Similarly JH -t denotes JH mode of operation with t bit output. Padding Rule: To encode messages whose lengths are not multiple of block size (n bit) we need some padding rule, so that padded message becomes a multiple of block size. A simple padding rule can be zero padding, that is adding sufficient number of zero bits so that the padded message becomes a multiple of block size, even though this is not secure. We will see as in the case of JH a well designed padding rule leads to additional security guarantee. Definition 2. A padding rule P is a tuple of two efficiently computable functions
such that for any M ∈ {0, 1} * we have
The function PAD takes a message of arbitrary length and outputs the padded message which is multiple of block length. Where as, the function DEPAD takes the padded message which is multiple of block length and outputs the original message. Normally, when we specify a padding rule we only specify the function PAD, but usually definition of DEPAD can be trivially derived from the description of PAD. In our context, we are interested in a specialized class of padding rules, namely with the following additional properties.
1.
n be the set of n-bit elements (possible last blocks) such that, DEPAD(M m) =⊥ for any m ∈ LB(M ). We want, |LB(M )| to be small for all M ∈ {0, 1} * (smaller than some constant).
Here, if x ∈ {0, 1} * , |x| denotes the length of x in bits. Also, if A is a set, |A| denotes the number of elements in A. Any padding which satisfies the above two properties is called good padding rule. Now we are ready to define the JH mode of operation with padding.
Definition 3. With respect to a padding rule P = (PAD, DEPAD) and a permutation π, the JH P mode of operation is defined as follows,
The JH Padding rule: In [21] , the following padding rule is mentioned for JH hash function with block length n = 512. Suppose that the length of the message M is (M ) bits. Append the bit 1 to the end of the message, followed by 384 − 1 + (− (M ) mod 512) zero bits. Then the binary representation of (M ) in big endian form is concatenated. This padding rule ensures that at least one block of 512 bits is padded after the message (irrespective of whether the message length is multiple of 512) . It is easy to check the above padding rule is actually a good padding rule with
Indifferentiability: The notion of indifferentiability, introduced by Maurer et. al. in [15] , is a generalization of classical notion of indistinguishability. Loosely speaking, if an ideal primitive G is indifferentiable with a construction C based on another ideal primitive F, then G can be safely replaced by C F in any cryptographic construction. In other terms if a cryptographic construction is secure in G model then it is secure in F model.
Definition 5. Indifferentiability [15] A Turing machine C with oracle access to an ideal primitive F is said to be (t, q C , q F , ε) indifferentiable from an ideal primitive G if there exists a simulator S with an oracle access to G and running time at most t, such that for any distinguisher D, it holds that
The distinguisher makes at most q C queries to C or G and at most q F queries to F or S. Similarly, C F is said to be (computationally) indifferentiable from G if running time of D is bounded above by some polynomial in the security parameter k and ε is a negligible function of k.
We stress that in the above definition G and F can be two completely different primitives. As shown in Fig 3 the role of the simulator is to not only simulate the behavior of F but also remain consistent with the behavior of G. Note that, the simulator does not know the queries made directly to G, although it can query G whenever it needs.
In this paper G is a variable input length Random oracle and F is a random permutation. Intuitively a random function (oracle) is a function f : X → Y chosen uniformly at random from the set of all functions from X to Y . Definition 6. f : X → Y is said to be a random oracle if for each x ∈ X the value of f (x) is chosen uniformly at random from Y . More precisely,
where |Y | is finite and x / ∈ {x 1 , . . . , x q } and y, y 1 , . . . , y q ∈ Y .
A random permutation is similar to random oracle except that it is a permutation. So similarly one can view a random permutation π : X → X as a permutation chosen uniformly at random from the set of all permutation from X to X.
Definition 7. π : X → X is said to be a random permutation if for each x ∈ X we have,
where |X| is finite and x / ∈ {x 1 , . . . , x q }, y 1 , . . . , y q ∈ X and y ∈ X \ {y 1 , . . . , y q }
n is a function which outputs first n bit of any 2n bit number. Similarly, LH : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} n is a function which outputs last n bit of any 2n bit number.
Often we refer F H as left half and LH as right half. Below we state a few basic inequalities as a lemma which will be useful later. Lemma 1. For any y ∈ {0, 1} 2n−s , c ∈ {0, 1} n , S ⊆ {0, 1} 2n and T ⊆ {0, 1} n we have,
|{z ∈ {0, 1}
s : y z ∈ S}| ≤ |S| and |{z ∈ {0,
Main Tools for Bounding Distinguisher's Advantage
We follow a similar approach to [5, 12] for proving indifferentiability security over here. We start with modeling the attacker. Then we construct a simulator, for which the information the attacker sees remain statistically close whether the attacker is interacting with JH Hash function and the random permutation it is based on, or it is interacting with a random function and the simulator. Compared to [5] we do not restrict ourselves to some particular type of irreducible views. The underlying small domain oracle being a random permutation we also need to answer inverse queries.
Consistent Oracles
Intuitively, a small domain oracle is said to be consistent to a big domain oracle with respect to some mode of operation if querying the mode of operation based on the small domain oracle is equivalent to querying the big domain oracle. Definition 9. A (small domain) probabilistic oracle algorithm G 2 is said to be consistent to a (big domain) probabilistic oracle algorithm G 1 with respect to M O-mode of operation if for any point x (from the big domain), we have
The notion of consistent oracles is nothing new. In fact, in all the previous works e.g. [4-7, 9, 10, 12] and many others, the simulators mentioned over there are always consistent to the big domain oracle (or they abort, when they fail to be consistent). Also note, π is always consistent to JH π with respect to JH-mode of operation. Evaluatable queries There might be some point x for which the value of M O G2 (x) gets fixed by the relations
Modeling the adversary In this paper the adversary is modeled as a deterministic, computationally unbounded 6 distinguisher A which has access to two oracles O 1 and O 2 . Recall that A tries to distinguish the output distribution of (JH π , π) from that of (R, S R ). We say A queries O 1 when it queries the oracle JH π or R and queries O 2 when it queries the oracle π or S R . As we model π as a random permutation, the distinguisher is allowed to make inverse queries to oracle O 2 . We denote the forward query as (O 2 (+, ·, ·) ) and inverse query as (O 2 (−, ·, ·) ). The view V of the distinguisher is the list query-response tuple
(1) Where,
Definition 11. For any view V as in (1), we define Input View I(V) and Output View O(V) as follows,
Below we point out some important observations, 1. V, I(V) and O(V) are actually ordered tuples. That means, the position of any element inside the tuple actually denotes the corresponding query number. So, in general O 1 (.), O 2 (+, (., .)) and O 2 (−, (., .)) queries should not be grouped together. But we write it like this to avoid further notational complexity. 2. For any deterministic non-adaptive attacker I(V) is always fixed. 3. For any deterministic adaptive attacker I(V) is actually determined by O(V) [18] . 4. For any deterministic attacker (adaptive or non-adaptive) V is actually determined by O(V).
Irreducible Views
Loosely speaking an irreducible view does not contain any duplicate query, and none of the O 1 queries are evaluatable from the O 2 queries present in the view.
Definition 12.
A view,
is called irreducible if
6 Any deterministic adversary with unlimited resource is as powerful as a randomized adversary [18] .
Also, any view which is not irreducible is called reducible view. The theorem below shows, if the probability distributions for all possible output views in two scenarios are close, then the attacker advantage is small. Theorems similar to this were mentioned in literatures before [5, 12, 18] . The only difference is, here we concentrate on output views instead of views. In fact, for a fixed attacker A, there is always an one to one mapping between any view and output view. 
In general it is hard to show the necessary condition of Theorem 1 for all possible output views. Theorem 2 proves that it is sufficient to work with irreducible output views instead of all possible output views. In fact, one can reduce any output view to an irreducible output view and then can apply Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. If there exists a simulator S
R consistent to a random oracle R with respect to JH-mode of operation, such that for any attacker A making at mostueries, the relation
, holds for all possible irreducible output views OV (with respect to A); then for any attacker A making at mostueries, we have
Proof. This theorem differs from Theorem 1, only in the aspect that here probability distributions are close only for the irreducible output views. For any reducible output view OV and the corresponding attacker A, let V be the view fixed by OV and A. Let, V be the view obtained by deleting the computable O 1 queries and repeated O 2 queries of V. The input view I(V ) actually specifies a non-adaptive attacker A . The output view OV = O(V ) is actually an irreducible output view with respect to A . As, π is consistent to JH π and S R is consistent to R with respect to JH-mode of operation we have,
Note, A actually makes less number of queries compared to A. Hence, even for reducible views, we have
So the required condition of Theorem 1 remains true. Now, by applying Theorem 1 we get the result.
In many previous works e.g. [4, 5, 12] ideas similar to Theorem 2 have been used implicitly. But to our knowledge, we are the first to formalize it.
Indifferentiability Security Analysis of J H

Simulator and its Interpolation Probability
The simulator maintains one partial permutation e 1 : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} 2n initially empty, one partial function e * 1 : ({0, 1} n ) * → {0, 1} 2n initialized with e * 1 (φ) = IV 1 IV 2 . It also maintains two sets C 1 , C 2 initialized as C 1 = {IV 1 } and C 2 as empty. Let I 1 denotes the set of points on which e 1 is defined, O 1 denotes the output points of e 1 . F H, LH : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} n be the two functions outputting first n-bits and last n-bits of any 2n-bit number respectively.
The goal of the simulator is to remain consistent to R with respect to JH-mode of operation while behaving like a random permutation. Before describing the simulator, we give some insight informally on how the simulator works.
1. In the partial permutation e 1 , the simulator maintains its history. 2. In the partial function e * 1 , the simulator maintains the list of queries evaluatable by e 1 with respect to JH-mode of operation. 3. C 1 is the set of first half (first n-bits) of e * 1 outputs. 4. Even though e * 1 is evaluatable by the partial permutation e 1 , it might happen that e 1 is also defined at some points which do not help in evaluating e * 1 . C 2 is the set of first half of such points. 5. The simulator makes sure, C 1 and C 2 always remain mutually exclusive. 6. Because of 5, there are no so called accidents. That means when the attacker is interacting with (R, S R ) and it wants to evaluate O 1 (m 1 · · · m ) through a series of O 2 queries, she will always have to make a series of queries starting with O 2 (IV 1 , IV 2 ⊕ m 1 ). The attacker can not hope to skip a query in the middle.
-IF there exists z1 z2 such that e1(z1 z2) = y1 y2
• GOTO 3 5. C2 = C2 ∪ {z1} 6. RETURN z1 z2 
where 2 s > 2(q 2 + q 3 )2 min(s,n) .
Proof. As OV is irreducible, R query outputs are independent of the other queries, hence R being a Random Function for q 1 many R queries we get the term 1 2 (2n−s)q 1 . For an S R (+, ·, ·) queries, simulator is giving output as w y, there are two scenarios.
1. y is distributed uniformly over {0, 1} 2n−s and w is distributed uniformly over
By Lemma 1 we know,
On the other hand, using Lemma 1 here we have,
Hence, for 2 s > 2(q 2 + q 3 )2 min(s,n) and any (w y) ∈ {0, 1} 2n we have,
For S R (−, ·, ·) query giving output as z 1 z 2 we know,
Hence, all together we get
Next we wish to show that our simulator is efficient. The condition 2 min(s,n) > 4(q 2 + q 3 )2 n ensures the GOTO statement at Step 5 in forward query in Figure 4 gets executed with probability less than 1 2 at each iteration. We also know |O 1 | ≤ (q 2 + q 3 ) and |C 1 ∪ C 2 | ≤ (q 2 + q 3 ). Hence except with negligible probability, Step 5 takes at most O(q 2 +q 3 ) time to satisfy the condition. The same argument holds for other GOTO statements as well. Hence we get the following result.
Theorem 4. If 2
min(s,n) > 4(q 2 + q 3 ), the simulator S R takes at most O(q 2 + q 3 ) time to answer any query (except with exponentially small probability). for any irreducible output view OV. Later we will apply Theorem 2 to prove the indifferentiability bound using these upper and lower bounds.
Interpolation Probability of OV
Theorem 5. For any attacker A and any irreducible output view OV with respect to it, we have
The proof of the above theorem involves two steps. Starting with an attacker A against
which essentially makes same queries as A but has access to unchopped output view.
-First we define the notion of MD-irreducible view (irreducible view with respect to Merkle-Damgård mode of operation) and then we show for the output view OV M D corresponding to any MD-irreducible view we actually have,
-In Theorem 7 we show, given an irreducible output view OV and an attacker A, if OV M D is the set of all MD-irreducible output views for the attacker A such that,
The above two results will readily imply Theorem 5. with respect to M D-mode of operations based on f
Definition 14. The set of relations
M D f O 2 (M 1 m 1 ) = g 1 , . . . , M D f O 2 (M q1 m q1 ) = g q1 O 2 (x 1 1 , x 2 1 ) = (y 1 1 , y 2 1 ), . . . , O 2 (x 1 q2+q3 , x 2 q2+q3 ) = (y 1 q2+q3 , y 2 q2+q3 ) . . . Rel A is MD-irreducible if, 1. g 1 ⊕ (m 1 0 n ), . . . , g q1 ⊕ (m q1 0 n ), yM D f O 2 queries. If F H(g i ) = IV 1 , then LH(g i ) ⊕ IV 2 ∈ Σ. If F H(g i ) = x 1 j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ q 2 + q 3 , then LH(g i ) ⊕ x 2 j ∈ Σ.
O2
We also say the tuple, v = ((M 1 m 1 , g 1 ), . . . , (M q1 m q1 , g q1 ) , (x 1 m 1 , g 1 
where |Π| = (2 2n )! is the total number of permutations from {0, 1} 2n to {0, 1} 2n and σ is the total number of message blocks queried. Also for a MD-irreducible tuple v, the probability that Rel B holds is at least
when π is a random permutation.
Proof. Let D be the set of all elements from ({0, 1} n ) + whose M D Since v is MD-irreducible, M i m i / ∈ D for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q 1 . let P denote the set of all nonempty prefixes of M i 's. More precisely,
We enumerate the set P \ D ≡ {N 1 , . . . , N σ }. Note that, |P | + q 1 ≤ i M i . Now, we have
ways. (In the negative term, the factor 2 comes because, any output value should not be same as other output values and the next input value induced by the output value should not be same as other input values.) Hence,
2n such that π is a permutation and satisfies Rel B}| 1 m 1 , w 1 h 1 
Let M V be the set of all such CHOPL-matching MD-irreducible tuples.
Theorem 7. For any irreducible view
For the proof of this theorem, the reader is referred to the full version of the paper Now we are ready to prove Theorem 5, with help of Theorem 6 and Theorem 7.Let V be the irreducible view determined by A and irreducible output view OV. Consider an Attacker A , which makes queries at the same input points as of A, but has access to
Indifferentiability Security Bound
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. For any attacker A, making at most q 1 , q 2 , q 3 queries to the oracles O 1 , O 2 (+, ·, ·), O 2 (−, ·, ·) respectively we show an upper bound for Adv A .
Theorem 8. The JH π -construction (with (2n − s)-bit output) based on a random permutation π is (O(q 2 + q 3 )), q 1 , q 2 + q 3 , ) indifferentiable from a random oracle R, with
where σ is the maximum number of message blocks queried, q 1 is the maximum number queries to JH π or R, q 2 + q 3 is the maximum number of queries to π, π −1 or S R (+, ·, ·), S R (−, ·, ·). Here we also assume, q 2 + q 3 < 2 min(s,n) /4.
Proof. For any attacker A and an irreducible output view OV from Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 we have,
Now, applying Theorem 2 we get the required result.
When maximum query length is smaller than 2 n/2 , for any attacker A (making at most q many queries) against the JH construction we have In this section we prove the indifferentiability of JH mode of operation with padding.
Simulator and its Interpolation Probability
We describe our simulator in Fig 5. Similar to previous section, the following notation we used in describing the simulator.
-Partial permutation e : {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} 2n , initially empty. I denotes set of points where e is defined and O denotes the output points of e.
n initialized to C = {IV 1 } is the F H (first half) of e * outputs.
For a padding rule P = (PAD, DEPAD) and M ∈ ({0, 1}
n is defined as {m ∈ {0, 1} n : DEPAD(M m) =⊥}. As in case of the actual JH padding rule we assume, |LB(M )| ≤ 2.
We recall the design philosophy behind the JH simulator from Section 4.1. Over there the simulator was maintaining a list of evaluatable queries and their non-chopped outputs in the partial permutation e * 1 . When the simulator receives some query the goal of the simulators are three fold. One crucial point is, during one simulator query the simulator must prevent creation of more than one evaluatable query. Otherwise, the simulator can not remain consistent to both of them. In forward queries to JH simulator with s = n, when the attacker has forced creation of one new evaluatable query the LH (last half) of the possible output gets fixed by R response of that evaluatable query, but the simulator has control over F H output with which it makes sure, another evaluatable query is not created. Here the situation is reversed. F H gets fixed by R, the simulator has control only over LH. This is problematic, because only F H can lead to creation of more evaluatable queries (with one more message block after the current evaluatable query). In fact, in Section 6 the attacker against JH mode operation (without length padding at last block) exploits this fact. But the simulator can play with LH to change the actual evaluatable query (even though it can not prevent the creation.) By doing so, the simulator ensures the new evaluatable query is not a valid padded message, hence for that query the simulator does not need to be consistent with R. The simulator also need to be careful such that no new evaluatable queries of length (current evaluatable query length + 2) or more are created. However, that can easily be handled.
1. IF there exists z1 z2 such that e(z1 z2) = y1 y2 The next two theorems describe the running time and interpolation probability upper bound corresponding to the simulator. Theorem 9. For any attacker A against JH π P mode of operation and any irreducible output view OV with respect to it, we have
2 ) time to answer any query (except with exponentially negligible probability).
The proof of two theorems above is similar to the proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. Due to space constraint we skip the proof and refer the reader to full version of the paper.
Interpolation Probability of OV
The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 5, used in Section 4.
Theorem 11. For any attacker A and any irreducible output view OV with respect to it, we have
For the proof of above theorem we refer the reader to the full version.
Indifferentiability Security Bound
Theorem 12. The JH π P mode of operation (with (2n − s)-bit output) based on a random permutation π is (O ((q 2 + q 3 ) 2 ), q 1 , q 2 + q 3 , ) indifferentiable from a random oracle R, with
where σ is the maximum number of message blocks queried, q 1 is the maximum number queries to JH π P or R, q 2 + q 3 is the maximum number of queries to π, π
Here we also assume, 2(q 2 + q 3 + 3) 2 < 2 min(s,n) .
Under reasonable assumptions, for an attacker making at mostueries with total σ many compression function invocations we have 6 Distinguisher A for JH without length padding at last block
Recall that the compression function of JH is based on a fixed permutation π. On input of the n-bit message block m and 2n-bit chaining value h 1 ||h 2 the compression function outputs f (m, h 1 , h 2 ) = π(h 1 , h 2 + m) + m||0 n . JH applies chopped MerkleDamgård transformation and outputs first t (t = 2n − s) bits of the output of final compression function. Here s denotes the number of chopped bits.
In case of JH-n, we have s = n. Our distinguisher first queries h = C π (M ) with a random n-bit message M . The distinguisher appends 0 n with h and queries t 1 t 2 = π(+, h 0 n ). Note that when the distinguisher is interacting with (π, C π ), the second π query made by C π (M ||M 2 ) will be on the input (h||z) where z is the last n bit output of π(+, IV 1 , IV 2 ⊕ M 1 ) xor-ed with M 2 . So if we set M 2 to be the last n bit output of π(+, IV 1 , IV 2 ⊕ M 1 ) then z = 0 n . Note that in case of JH with length padding, we could not choose M 2 this way as the length block is fixed. To get M 2 , the distinguisher queries z 1 z 2 = O 2 (+, IV 1 IV 2 ⊕ M ). Now D sets M 2 = z 2 and queries h 2 = C π (M z 2 ). Finally the distinguisher checks whether h 2 = t 1 ⊕ z 2 . Formal algorithm of the distinguisher is described in Figure 6 (a).
Theorem 13. If the simulator S makes at most k many R queries for answering a single query, then Adv A ≥ 1 − 2k+1 2 n
Distinguisher for JH
In this section, we show one distinguisher with Ω(2 n/2 ) many queries, which is successful against any simulator with non-negligible probability. Hence, when maximum query length is bounded by 2 n/2 , we get tight security bound.
It is easy to verify that M D
In [16] , r = 51 to satisfy the equation r 1/2 Q(r) = 2 512 where n = 512. The query complexity of their attack is roughly 2 510 . We can choose r = 46 a solution of rQ(r) ∼ 2 512 . In this case the query complexity of π and π −1 is roughly 2 507 . Compared with the previous preimage attack, it does not have significant reduction in complexity. However, asymptotically it has non-trivial reduction finding preimage of JH. The solution of r in r 1/2 Q(r) = 2 n is larger than that of rQ(r) = 2 n . Since Q(r) is strictly increasing function in r our attack complexity is asymptotically less than that of [16] . However, we do not know any concrete forms of the query complexities for these two attacks.
Conclusion
14 candidates has been selected for the second round of SHA3 competition. Over the next few years one of these candidates will win and become the next hash function standard. In this paper we considered the security of a second round candidate, JH, in the indifferentiability framework. We showed that under the assumption that the underlying permutation is a random permutation, JH mode of operation with specific padding rule is indifferentiable from a Random Oracle. We also considered a modified design of JH, called JH , by chopping different bits. We analyzed the indifferentiability of JH' mode with optimal bounds. We also presented a distinguisher for JH mode without length padding ( with any other prefix free padding). Finally we constructed a preimage attack with 2 507 query which is better than the complexity of known preimage attacks. However, our attack doesnot pose any serious threat to JH hash function.
